
6. Join two lengths of pole with a  corner joiner (Please push firmly into place twisting slightly if required).

7.     Loosen the bolts that screw through the back of the standard brackets (see Fig 3) to ensure the poles can sit fully in 
the bracket cup. Drop the assembled pole into the brackets (Fig 5) making sure they fit  securely. If the pole does 
not line up with all the brackets make sure the corner joiner is positioned  in the middle of the corner.

8. With the pole securely located in the centre bracket, using a pencil mark the pole in the mid point of the centre 
bracket (Fig 5a).  Remove the pole from the wall and cut the centre pole to size.  

9. Repeat stages 6, 7 and 8 with the remaining  two poles and corner joiner on the opposite side of the bay.

10. The  length of the  two external poles is not critical, however if the pole extends  too far beyond the end of the bay 
it will need to be trimmed.  We would recommend the pole extends 10cm past the end bracket.

11. Fully assemble the pole (using joiner H to join the two centre poles together.)  You may then need some assistance 
to drop the pole into the brackets.  The join in the centre of the bay should be in the middle of the  centre bracket 
and the pole should be seated securely in the cup section of all the brackets.

12. Divide the passover rings into two equal quantities then slide on either end of the pole.  The cut out section of the 
ring should be positioned at the back of the pole.  You will need to lift the pole out of the end brackets to allow the 
rings to slide over .  You can then locate the standard rings one on either side of the two end brackets.  Please refer 
to Fig 2 for guidance. 

13. The ball finials can now be pushed onto the end of the poles and the bolts on the back of the three standard 
brackets tightened to secure the pole. 

14. You are now ready to hang your curtains by passing the curtain hooks through the eyelets on the ring.

15. After assembly wipe the pole with a dry cloth to remove any fingerprints.  To maintain the smooth performance of 
your pole periodically wipe the pole with furniture polish.

16. To ceiling fix, use the same bracket spacing as shown in Fig.1 and secure the brackets screwing through the fixing 
holes in the top of the bracket.

17. Please note:  You will  need to draw the curtains gently around the bay corners as some rings may  on occasion 
catch on a passover bracket or the corner joiner.  Do not pull excessively  or jerk the curtain to free the ring , slowly 
draw the curtain back a  small amount , this will free the ring and allow you to continue drawing the curtains.

The passover rings are designed to pass over the brackets  when the curtains are hanging directly beneath the ring. 
For best performance do not draw the curtains at an angle, simply draw them in the position they hang beneath 
the pole.  Pulling  the curtains away from the wall will result in the rings catching on the passover brackets.

Please note that specifications of fittings may vary from those illustrated.
Periodically check and re-tighten fixings. 
Retain for future reference.


